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Temperament and character traits associated with the use
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Objectives: To evaluate how personality traits are associated with occasional use, abuse, and
dependence of alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, benzodiazepines, and hallucinogens in a large availability
sample of adults via online questionnaires.
Methods: The sample consisted of 8,646 individuals (24.7% men and 75.3% women) who completed
an anonymous web survey. Involvement with drugs and temperament/character traits were assessed
through the Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST) and the
Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised (TCI-R), respectively. Interactions among variables
were analyzed using MANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment.
Results: Novelty seeking was the trait most associated with increased involvement with alcohol,
cannabis, and cocaine. There was a significant association between harm avoidance and
benzodiazepine use. Persistence was lower in cannabis-, benzodiazepine-, and cocaine-dependent
subjects, as well as in hallucinogen abusers. Self-directedness was reduced in dependents of all drug
classes. No strong relationships were found between other temperament or character dimensions and
the severity of drug use.
Conclusions: Novelty seeking was associated with increased involvement with all drugs studied in
this sample, although to a lesser extent with benzodiazepines and hallucinogens. The temperament
and character profile for benzodiazepine use was different from that of other drugs due to the
relationship with higher harm avoidance and self-transcendence and lower self-directedness.

Keywords: Alcohol abuse; psychoactive substance use disorder; other psychological issues; tests/
interviews, psychometric; computers

Introduction

Personality and temperament traits are psychobiological-
dispositional dimensions that influence behavior, mood,
and cognitive patterns in relatively stable and consistent
ways.1,2 These traits are considered to be central
constructs in the understanding of normal and pathologi-
cal individual differences and general adaptation.3,4 A
major theme in the field has been the association of
personality and temperament traits with psychoactive
substance use, abuse, and addiction.5-7

The connection of personality and temperament traits
with harmful patterns of drug use has been well
documented.5,6,8 In general terms, traits related to
appetitive and unconstrained behavioral tendencies have

been identified in the personality profile of subjects with
harmful patterns of substance use and general externa-
lizing problems.9-12 Among the constellation of traits
related to appetitive and unconstrained dispositions, two
have gained particular attention in the literature: novelty
seeking (NS)8 and sensation seeking (SS).13 Both of
these traits have been considered major personality
variables when related to alcohol and drug consumption
for empirical and conceptual reasons.14,15 Higher scores
in these traits have been reported in users of cocaine,16,17

alcohol,8,18,19 heroin,20,21 tobacco,22 and even cola
drinks, although not for coffee.23 The biological under-
pinnings related to drug-seeking behavior,24 externalizing
tendencies,25 NS,26 and SS13 are highly overlapping and
generally associated with dysregulation of the frontal
cortex and of the mesolimbic dopamine system.

Other personality and temperament traits associated
with various high health risk behaviors, including harmful
substance use, are low levels of harm avoidance (HA),
traditionalism, persistence (PS), and control and high
levels of alienation, aggression, and irritability.9
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Nevertheless, some particularities may arise depending
on the type of substance. Spalleta et al.27 found that
higher HA, NS, and reward dependence (RD) scores and
lower PS and self-directedness (SD) scores are asso-
ciated with cannabis use.27 They also showed that the NS
facet of exploratory excitability was higher in individuals
with occasional cannabis use and abuse than in those
who never used it. In addition, subjects with occasional
use, abuse, and dependence patterns of cannabis use
scored significantly higher than the no-use group in
regard to the NS facets of impulsiveness, extravagance,
and disorderliness.27 Cloninger8 proposed that type 1
alcoholism is characterized by more anxiety-related traits,
such as lower NS and higher HA, whereas type 2
alcoholics, characterized by binge drinking, show the
opposite pattern.

Nevertheless, methodological limitations are system-
atically present in this field of investigation. Most studies
associating personality and temperament traits with
harmful substance use have been conducted in case-
control designs, in which the mean score in a specific trait
(mostly NS and SS) is compared between two sample
groups: one composed of heavy users of a single
drug and the other composed of non-users/occasional
users.6,17 This approach does not allow simultaneous
examination of personality/temperament trait profiles
related to drug type (i.e., alcohol, cocaine, amphetamine)
and to the degree of drug involvement (drug experimen-
tation, occasional use, abuse, and dependence).
Furthermore, the identification of personality traits asso-
ciated with benzodiazepine and hallucinogen use has
been poorly characterized.

Cloninger’s model26 is considered to be a major
framework for understanding individual differences in a
continuum from normality to psychopathology. It com-
prises four temperament dimensions –– HA, NS, RD, and
PS –– and three character dimensions –– SD, cooperative-
ness (CO), and self-transcendence (ST) –– that can be
evaluated with the Temperament and Character
Inventory - Revised (TCI-R). Recently, NS traits were
suggested as a general risk factor for addiction, whereas
other traits (e.g., HA, low SD) would be more specific for
a particular choice of drug (e.g., HA for alcoholism, low
SD for opiate addiction).28

The present study aims to advance the characteriza-
tion of temperament and personality trait patterns of
cannabis, alcohol, benzodiazepine, cocaine, and halluci-
nogen users as assessed by Cloninger’s psychobiologi-
cal model of temperament and character.26 Additionally,
we evaluated the temperament and character profiles
associated with each specific drug (e.g., cannabis) while
controlling for the use of other drugs (e.g., cocaine,
hallucinogens, and benzodiazepines).

Based on previous studies14,15 and on conceptual
grounds,25,26 the hypotheses of this study were: NS
would be a general predictor of substance experimenta-
tion, use, abuse and dependence; HA would be dimin-
ished in general in substance abusers and dependents;
and ST would be higher among subjects with greater
cannabis and hallucinogen involvement.

Methods

Study design

This is a cross-sectional web survey designed to assess
a wide range of constructs related to personality/
temperament traits, psychopathology, and other beha-
vioral indicators. The project was named the Brazilian
internet Study on Temperament and Psychopathology
(BRAINSTEP), and its design is described in further detail
in Lara et al.29

Participants and procedures

Participants responded voluntarily to the internet versions
of instruments adapted to Brazilian Portuguese, including
the TCI-R30 and the ASSIST.31 To motivate participation,
our web survey (www.temperamento.com.br) was pub-
licized on national TV news and in local newspapers and
personalized feedback on the respondent’s temperament
profile upon completion of the survey was offered.

Before responding to the scales and questionnaires
that comprise BRAINSTEP, all participants provided
electronic informed consent to comply with the require-
ments of the National Health Council of Brazil (Resolution
196/1996) and the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association (Declaration of Helsinki). The study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Hospital
São Lucas from Pontifı́cia Universidade Católica do Rio
Grande do Sul and the Ethics Council of the Institute of
Basic Health Sciences of Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil.

Inclusion criteria for this study were age o18 and , 80
years and adequate answers to validity checks that
assessed attention and consistency of responses. The
initial sample was composed of 12,225 participants, but
3,579 failed the validity checks across the system and in
the TCI-R. The final sample consisted of 8,646 partici-
pants, with 2,135 (24.7%) men with a mean age of
36.3612.5 years and 6,111 (75.3%) women with a mean
age of 34.7611.4 years. In terms of educational profile,
69 (0.8%) participants claimed to have an incomplete and
59 (0.7%) a complete primary education, 276 (3.2%) to
have an incomplete and 1,450 (16.8%) a complete
secondary education, 2,119 (24.5%) to have an incom-
plete and 2,781 (32.2%) a complete higher education
(university degree), 1,757 (20.3%) to have a specialization
or master’s degree, and 135 (1.6%) a doctoral degree.

Instruments

The TCI-R is a 240-item self-report questionnaire
(including five validity items) designed to assess four
temperament dimensions (HA, NS, RD, and PS) and
three character dimensions (SD, CO, and ST). Each
dimension is composed of three to five facets corre-
sponding to five to ten questions scored on a 7-point
Likert scale. The Brazilian Portuguese version of the TCI-
R has been previously validated,30 and there was
evidence of very good internal consistency reliability of
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the TCI-R on our website, as denoted by Cronbach’s
alpha values . 0.80 for all scales.29

The ASSIST consists of a questionnaire designed to
evaluate the use of psychoactive substances (alcohol,
tobacco, cocaine, cannabis, stimulants, sedatives, inha-
lants, hallucinogens, and opiates) in terms of frequency
(lifetime and during the last 3 months), drug-use related
problems (financial, social, legal, and health issues),
concern of others regarding the individual’s pattern of
use, unsuccessful attempts to stop or reduce drug use,
craving patterns, and injectable drug use. Question 1
evaluates the experimentation of each drug (never used
to daily or almost daily use). Scores from 0 to 4 are
attributed to questions 2 to 5, while for questions 6 and 7,
scores range from 0 to 2. The highest possible score is
20, where 0 is attributed to someone who never used the
substance; 1-3 is indicative of occasional use; 4-15 is
suggestive of abuse; and scores higher than 15 are
suggestive of addiction. Based on these guidelines,
individuals with occasional drug use have tried at least
one drug (lifetime or in the last 3 months prior to
assessment), but did not experience any negative
outcome related to drug use. Participants categorized
with substance abuse may be current users or not who
have experimented with one or more drugs and may have
had some degree of drug-related problems or frustrated
trials to reduce drug intake. Finally, individuals categor-
ized with substance addiction show current patterns of
drug use, drug-related problems, and failed attempts to
reduce drug use.

Statistical analysis

Skewness and kurtosis values were used as normality
tests (skewness , 2 and kurtosis , 7) and attested the
suitability of parametric statistics. Sex-related differences
in drug choice were assessed using a t-test for
independent samples based on ASSIST total scores for
each drug. Age differences for each category of drug use
were assessed using univariate analysis of variance
(one-way ANOVA). Associations between temperament
and character traits and patterns of substance use were
analyzed with multivariate analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA) followed by Bonferroni adjustment (95%
confidence intervals [95%CI]) and controlling for age, sex,
and ASSIST scores for the other drugs of abuse. Effect
sizes for standardized mean differences (Cohen’s d
score) were calculated for each drug use group (alcohol,
cannabis, etc.). Cohen’s d score values , 0.3 are
considered to be indicative of low effect size, around
0.5 are interpreted as indicative of moderate effect size,
and o 0.8 are regarded as indicative of high effect size.32

Results

Sex and age effects

According to the total ASSIST scores, men more often use,
abuse, and become dependent on alcohol (t8.644 = 15.6,
p , 0.01), cannabis (t8.644 = 9.13, p , 0.01), cocaine
(t8.644 = 10.16, p , 0.01), and hallucinogens (t8.644 = 6.68,

p , 0.01). In contrast, benzodiazepine use scores were
significantly higher for women than for men (t8.644 = 3.68,
p , 0.01). Regarding age, cannabis and cocaine users
were younger than non-users (p , 0.001, F3,8.645 = 35.1,
F3,8.645 = 11.3, respectively), while benzodiazepine users
were older than those who never used it (F3,8.645 = 85.5,
p , 0.01). None of the subjects reached the dependence
score for hallucinogens. Since the association of patterns
of drug use with personality traits was generally similar for
men and women, the following data are shown for the
whole sample. Table 1 shows the proportion of participants
and the sample age distribution according to drug type and
patterns of drug use.

Associations of temperament and character traits with
patterns of drug use

Alcohol (Figures 1A and 1B)

Individuals with occasional use and abuse patterns
presented a moderate decrease in HA scores as
compared with participants with no use or with alcohol
dependence (F3,8.637 = 30.3, p , 0.01, d = 0.32). NS
scores were significantly different among all patterns of
use, showing a moderate effect size (F3,8.637 = 37.0,
p , 0.01, d = 0.51). The higher the alcohol consumption,
the higher the NS score. Alcohol abusers were slightly
more reward-dependent than those who never used it
and occasional users (F3,8.637 = 10.3, p , 0.01). SD
(F3,8.637 = 28.8, p , 0.01, d = 0.15) and CO (F3,8.637 = 12.0,
p , 0.01, d = 0.44) were only significantly and moderately
reduced in those with alcohol dependence (Figure 1B). PS
and ST were not different between groups (p . 0.05).

Cannabis (Figures 2A and 2B)

Occasional users and participants with evidence of
cannabis abuse scored significantly lower for HA than
those who never used it (F3,8.637 = 11.8, p , 0.01,
d = 0.21). NS scores were significantly and moderately
higher in participants with cannabis occasional use,
abuse, and dependence as compared with no use
(F3,8.637 = 35.3, p , 0.01, d = 0.55). Participants with
occasional use and dependence patterns had higher
RD scores as compared with those who never used it
(F3,8.637 = 5.1, p , 0.05, d = 0.1), whereas participants
with cannabis dependence scored significantly lower for
PS as compared with those with no use and occasional
user (F3,8.637 = 6.8, p , 0.05, d = 0.5). SD was slightly but
significantly lower for individuals with cannabis depen-
dence as compared with all other groups (F3,8.637 = 6.4,
p , 0.01, d = 0.11). CO and ST showed no relevant
differences.

Benzodiazepines (Figures 3A and 3B)

HA scores increased substantially with higher benzodia-
zepine use, with significant differences among all groups
(F3,8.637 = 89.8, p , 0.01, d = 0.8). NS scores were
significantly higher for benzodiazepine occasional users
and for participants with abuse and dependence scores
when compared to those with no use (F3,8.637 = 14.6,
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p , 0.01, d = 0.35). PS scores were significantly lower
in individuals with benzodiazepine dependence. SD
decreased with higher benzodiazepine use, with signifi-
cant differences among all groups, except between
individuals with occasional use and abuse patterns
(F3,8.637 = 94.4, p , 0.01, d = 0.37). Regarding CO,
lower scores were observed in individuals with occasional
use, abuse, and dependence scores as compared with
those with no use, and in participants with dependence
scores as compared with occasional users (F3,8.637 =
39.5, p , 0.01, d = 0.36). ST scores were significantly
higher among participants with a benzodiazepine depen-
dence pattern than in those who never used it and those
with other use patterns (F3,8.637 = 6.7, p , 0.01, d = 0.37).

Cocaine (Figures 4A and 4B)

NS scores increased with higher use of cocaine, with a
significant difference among all groups, except between
those with evidence of cocaine abuse and those with
dependence (F3,8.637 = 18.8, p , 0.01, d = 0.49).
Individuals with a dependence use pattern had signifi-
cantly and substantially lower PS scores than subjects
who never used it and occasional users (F3,8.637 = 3.1,
p , 0.05, d = 0.75). Participants with cocaine abuse and
dependence had lower SD scores than those with no use
(F3,8.637 = 9.1, p , 0.01, d = 0.60). CO scores of
participants with cocaine abuse patterns were slightly
lower than those with no use and occasional use
(F3,8637 = 8.8, p , 0.01, d = 0.23). HA and ST were not
significantly different across groups (p . 0.05).

Hallucinogens (Figures 5A and 5B)

Occasional users had significantly lower HA scores than
those who never used hallucinogens (F2,8.637 = 3.9,
p , 0.05, d = 0.17). Individuals with hallucinogens abuse
pattern had significantly lower scores of PS when
compared to those with no use (F2,8.637 = 5.3, p , 0.05,
d = 0.67). SD was significantly higher in occasional use
when compared to no use (F2,8.637 = 4.4, p , 0.05,
d = 0.26). ST was significantly higher in participants with
scores consistent with hallucinogens abuse than in those
with no use (F2,8.637 = 3.5, p , 0.05, d = 0.58). The results
of other dimensions were non-significant.

Associations of facets of NS with patterns of drug use

Analysis of NS facets showed that: individuals with
alcohol abuse and dependence scored higher on impul-
siveness (F3,8.637 = 34.6, p , 0.01, d = 0.16), extravagance
(F3,8.637 = 36.8, p , 0.01, d = 0.46), and disorderliness
(F3,8.637 = 36.1, p , 0.05, d = 0.41) than those with no use,
but with no difference in exploratory excitability (Figure
6A); participants with cannabis occasional use and abuse
scored higher than those with no use on exploratory
excitability, and participants with occasional use
(F2,8.637 = 14.3, p , 0.01, d = 0.43), abuse, and
dependence scored significantly higher than those with
no use on impulsiveness (F3,8.637 = 15.3, p , 0.01, d =
0.27), extravagance (F3,8.637 = 12.2, p , 0.01, d = 0.30),
and disorderliness (F3,8.637 = 28.1, p , 0.01, d = 0.29)
(Figure 6B); benzodiazepine occasional use, abuse, and

Table 1 Proportion of participants’ sex and age according to drug type and pattern of use

Substance/patterns of use n (%) Age, mean 6 SD

Sex (%)

Male Female

Alcohol
No use 1,513 (17.5) 36.6612.2 11.3 19.5*
Occasional use 3,916 (45.3) 34.268.4 37.8* 47.7
Abuse 3,012 (34.8) 35.4611.8 46.5* 31.0
Dependence 205 (2.4) 35.7611.3 4.3* 1.7

Cannabis
No use 6,776 (78.4) 35.7612.2* 71.9 80.5*
Occasional use 1,536 (17.8) 33.469.6 22.1* 16.3
Abuse 289 (3.3) 30.169.6 5.1* 2.8
Dependence 45 (0.5) 32.968.3 0.9* 0.4

Benzodiazepines
No use 6,833 (79) 34.1611.4* 82.3* 78.0
Occasional use 947 (11) 37.9611.9 9.1 11.5*
Abuse 722 (8.4) 39.9612.2 7.2 11.7*
Dependence 144 (1.7) 39.2611.1 1.4 1.8*

Cocaine
No use 8,059 (93.2) 35.3611.9* 88.4 94.8*
Occasional use 500 (5.8) 33.069.1 9.3* 4.6
Abuse 72 (0.8) 30.567.4 1.9* 0.5
Dependence 16 (0.2) 28.567.2 0.4* 0.1

Hallucinogens
No use 8,354 (96.6) 35.2611.8 94.4 97.3*
Occasional use 274 (3.2) 31.169.3 5.2* 2.5
Abuse 18 (0.2) 28.1610.5 0.4* 0.2

SD = standard deviation.
* Indicates significant mean differences at p , 0.05.
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dependence groups scored lower than no use in explora-
tory excitability (F3,8.637 = 13.5, p , 0.01, d = 0.29),
impulsiveness (F3,8.637 = 21.2, p , 0.01, d = 0.48), and
extravagance (F3,8.637 = 27.2, p , 0.01, d = 0.50), and
those in the abuse and dependence groups scored higher
on disorderliness (F3,8.637 = 11.3, p , 0.01, d = 0.33)
(Figure 6C); and participants with cocaine abuse and
dependence scored slightly higher on impulsiveness
(F3,8.637 = 12.1, p , 0.01, d = 0.22) and substantially
higher on disorderliness (F3,8.637 = 5.6, p , 0.05, d = 0.76)
and extravagance (F3,8.637 = 17.0, p , 0.01, d = 0.8) as
compared with those with no use (Figure 6D).

Discussion

Associations of substance use patterns with sex and age
revealed that men use, abuse, and become addicted to
all assessed substances (alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, and
hallucinogens) more often than women. The exception
was benzodiazepine use, which showed the opposite
pattern. These findings are in accordance with epidemio-
logical data showing that men are more prone to
substance use disorders and general externalizing
problems,33-35 while women are more prone to depres-
sive and anxiety disorders.36 Our data also confirmed that

Figure 1 Temperament and character mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in
relation to patterns of alcohol involvement. TCI-R = Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised.

Figure 2 Temperament and character mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in
relation to patterns of cannabis involvement. TCI-R = Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised.
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people who use cannabis and cocaine tend to be younger
than those who have never used these substances, which
may be due to two factors: first, substance use increases
from generation to generation34; and second, the onset of
illegal substance use is concentrated among young
adulthood (around 20 years of age).34 Nevertheless, only
part of those who experiment with drugs continue to use
them.

Data regarding the associations between patterns of
substance use and traits partially corroborated the
findings reported in the literature and our initial hypoth-
eses. NS was associated, at a consistent, moderate
degree, with general substance use at all levels of
severity with the exception of hallucinogens, with the fact

that exploratory excitability was not relevant, whereas
extravagance and impulsiveness increased substantially
with increasing drug involvement. HA scores were lower
in individuals who occasionally use and abuse alcohol
and cannabis, as well as in occasional hallucinogen
users, but increased substantially (d = 0.8) with the
severity of benzodiazepine use. ST was higher in
individuals that showed abusive patterns of hallucinogen
use and dependence patterns of benzodiazepine use, but
not among cannabis users. Other findings include lower
CO scores in participants with alcohol dependence and
cocaine abuse; lower SD scores among those with
cocaine abuse and dependence and those with cannabis
dependence; declining SD scores with decreasing sever-

Figure 3 Temperament and character mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in
relation to patterns of benzodiazepine involvement.

Figure 4 Temperament and character mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in
relation to patterns of cocaine involvement. TCI-R = Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised.
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ity of benzodiazepine use; higher RD scores among those
with occasional cannabis use and cannabis dependence;
and lower PS scores in occasional users of cocaine.

On comparison with similar studies, we found a few
inconsistencies between our results and the findings
obtained by other authors. For example, Le Bon et al.,21

Allnutt et al.,19 and Milivojevic et al.28 found higher HA
scores in alcoholic inpatients and prisoners, while
subjects with alcohol dependence were not different from
controls in our sample. This contrast may be explained by
the differences in sampling procedures: the aforemen-
tioned studies were mostly based on clinical or specific
samples (such as prisoners) that may have selected
participants with higher alcohol morbidity and comorbid
disorders, while our availability sample of average
internet users is bound to be more heterogeneous and,
consequently, less severe. Some studies have reported
that subjects with alcohol dependence tend to show
higher SD scores than users of other drugs,19,37 an
aspect not replicated in our data. However, the main
finding of high NS scores associated with addiction28 has
been confirmed, but the profile of high HA was clearly
more pronounced in benzodiazepine addiction than in
alcoholism in our sample.

Relevant methodological issues set this study apart
from those previously conducted in advancing the under-
standing of substance use and its relations with tempera-
ment traits. First, this is the largest study ever conducted
to examine the relationship between temperament and
character traits and patterns of substance use and
misuse in a community-based sample. Second, to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates
personality traits using TCI-R in relation to benzodiaze-
pine patterns of use. Moreover, the ASSIST scale used
herein assesses the individual’s involvement with the
substances of abuse and allows characterization of
transitions in the spectrum from occasional use to

addiction, as well as comparison with drug-naı̈ve sub-
jects. Finally, and most importantly, the data were
collected using a web survey design, which may be
advantageous in comparison to traditional face-to-face
survey designs for issues as delicate as substance
use.38,39 It is worth noting that: the quality of the data
collected via web surveys is consistent with that of data
obtained using pen-and-paper versions of instruments;
data transfer mistakes are not expected to occur with web
surveys; they enable collection of data from heteroge-
neous and large samples; and motivation by spontaneous
participation is present, especially when personalized
feedback is provided, as in the system used for this
study.29

Two further limitations of the sampling procedure
adopted in the present study are worth mentioning. The
first concerns the non-representativeness of the resulting
sample. To respond to our web survey, one had to, at
least, 1) know of its existence, 2) be motivated, for
whatever reason, to participate, and 3) have access to a
computer connected to the internet. Furthermore, even if
the referred prerequisites were fulfilled, the respondent
was required to answer the validity items correctly during
the survey process to be included in the sample. The
second limitation concerns the non-availability of data
regarding the participants that were excluded due to
incorrect responses to the validity checks. The lack of
such information may have overshadowed the effect of
intervening variables, such as sociodemographic
aspects, in the study. The final sample of this study is
likely to be composed of individuals with motivation to
respond to the survey attentively and who necessarily
had access to the technology required to access our
website. Therefore, one must take these aspects into
consideration when interpreting our results.

Finally, the information presented herein has clinical
and public health implications. From a clinical standpoint,

Figure 5 Temperament and character mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in
relation to patterns of hallucinogens involvement. TCI-R = Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised.
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associations between personality traits and substance
use patterns may be helpful in understanding the clinical
heterogeneity observed among people with substance
use disorders. For example, while most substance users
may display higher levels of impulsiveness and extra-
vagance (facets of NS), hallucinogen users also (and are
particularly prone to) exhibit thoughts and feelings that
overcome the limits of the individual self and its desires in
spiritual contemplation and realization, and benzodiaze-
pine users are more prone to show avoidant behavior in
the face of threats. From a public health perspective,
these individual differences (and communalities) may be
of particular importance in the development of anti-drug
campaigns that target both the general public and specific
groups, i.e., if increased NS is a general tendency
associated with substance use, it may be relevant to

take it into account when designing contexts and
arguments that ‘‘novelty seekers’’ may relate to; con-
versely, if benzodiazepine users are the target audience
of an intervention, it may be pertinent to establish a
relation to HA tendencies.

In conclusion, NS, particularly due to impulsiveness
and extravagance, was associated with increased drug
involvement from experimentation to dependence of all
drugs assessed in this study, although to a lesser extent
in benzodiazepines and hallucinogens. The profile of
benzodiazepine use was clearly different from that of
other drugs, due to its association with higher HA and ST
and lower SD. SD was only significantly affected at the
level of dependence for most drugs. The identification of
these associations between temperament, character, and
severity patterns of drug abuse may be useful in guiding

Figure 6 Novelty seeking facets mean scores (dots) and Bonferroni-corrected 95% confidence intervals (bars) in relation to
patterns of drug involvement. TCI-R = Temperament and Character Inventory - Revised.
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psychological and psychiatric intervention, educational
programs, and public health strategies crucial to the
prevention and management of drug addiction.
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